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Uber Technologies


Four-year-old developer of mobile application enabling users to request for-hire transportation via smartphone



Maintains large network of independent contractor drivers to ensure quick, reliable service with under-five-minute average wait
time



Expanding rapidly into international markets, including Asia, Europe and Middle East



Disruptive business model brought lawsuits from competing cab and livery companies and cease-and-desist orders from
protectionist municipalities



$258 million raise from Google Ventures, and TPG Capital values firm at $3.5 billion



We expect current profitability in 29 of its 44 markets and approximately $125 million in revenue for 2013

Lyft


Ridesharing network founded in 2007 as Zimride encouraging patronage by fostering sense of community



Unique model leverages drivers’ personal vehicles, driver-passenger rating system, and donation-based compensation
scheme



$275 million valuation in May 2013 based on $60 million funding round led by Andreessen Horowitz



Estimating present revenue run-rate of $3.1 million

ParkMe


Provider of comprehensive parking database for mobile and GPS-based applications and paid parking reservations,
established in 2007



Gathers data from parking sensors, smart meters, and public and private parking garages across 1,823 cities in 32 countries



Backed by over $7.5 million in venture funding from investors interested in disruptive technologies, intelligent transportation
systems and energy efficiency pursuits – IDG Ventures, Fontinalis Partners and Angeleno Group

THE INFORMATION HEREIN IS ONLY FOR ACCREDITED INVESTORS AS DEFINED IN RULE 501 OF REGULATION D UNDER THE
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 OR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS.
Wedbush Securities does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. Thus, investors
should be aware that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors
should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Please see page 16 of this
report for analyst certification and important disclosure information.

Uber Technologies
Founded in San Francisco in 2009, Uber Technologies develops smartphone applications that customers use to request transportation
from the company’s network of professional drivers. Initially, the firm focused on providing a high-end “black car” or “town car” service –
private rides in luxury sedans that are traditionally available only by appointment – targeting an exclusive segment of passengers willing
to pay more for premium service. Uber has since expanded into multiple lines: UberBlack is the original service, UberSUV dispatches
luxury SUVs rather than sedans, UberLUX utilizes ultra-luxury cars, and low-cost alternative uberX features economical vehicles and
competes directly with legacy taxicab services. A fifth alternative, UberTaxi, provides logistics to third-party taxi drivers in a limited
number of markets, including Washington, D.C.

Uber’s primary product is its mobile app; registered users choose a nearby driver and receive the driver’s cell phone number, rating and
estimated time of arrival, which averages less than five minutes. Once the customer is picked up, Uber uses the smartphone’s GPS
signals to track the distance, duration and speed of the trip, leveraging the measurements to determine fare cost. At drop-off, payment
is made using the app’s sophisticated one-touch payment system, designed by Braintree (Braintree: 7/13), to charge the user’s credit
card, which is kept on file. To simplify the transaction process, drivers are forbidden to accept cash payments from passengers,
including tips, which are automatically added to charges. As compensation, the driver enjoys an 80/20 split of the fare with the
company. A group of drivers filed a class-action lawsuit in September 2013 alleging that Uber had not remunerated full tips to the
drivers, a claim that the company denies. The suit is pending resolution as of this writing,

Uber’s built-in algorithm prices rides higher during periods of greater demand – this gauge has been a contentious point between the
firm and its customers. While some users accuse the firm of employing illegal price-gouging tactics, the company defends its position
by maintaining that the markups incent drivers – who are not employees, but private contractors – to remain loyal to Uber and improve
driver supply and availability. Uber further claims that the feature acts as a free market feedback mechanism: when supply cannot meet
demand, prices go up, and vice versa. Nevertheless, Uber received harsh criticism when the company failed to alter the policy in New
York City in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy; Uber eventually relented and returned fares to normal, unadjusted levels, paying drivers
extra during peak periods and absorbing the overhead cost.
Uber is a concierge and payment service that connects riders with drivers and facilitates payment transaction. As an intermediary, Uber
does not employ its drivers within the network, nor does it own any of its vehicles. Drivers must meet certain qualifications, including
background checks, clear driving records and satisfactory automobile standards; however, screening and training has not been
consistently thorough. According to an uberX driver who was recruited to meet demand in Austin, Texas during the interactive music
festival South by Southwest (SXSW), driver orientation concluded in 45 minutes and consisted mostly of paperwork and training on
Uber’s software (New Yorker).
Regulatory Difficulty
Uber has encountered significant resistance from regulatory bodies in municipalities throughout the U.S. and foreign countries.
Typically moderated on a taxi medallion system, taxicab industries are highly regulated by local governments. Cities issue a designated
number of taxi licenses – known medallions – allowing a fleet or driver to operate as a taxicab service legally. The government’s
intervention in restricting supply has driven up the value of medallions over time; a corporate license in New York City can cost as much
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as $1 million (via NY Times). Medallions are transferable and can be resold in the secondary market or even inherited. Over time, the
prohibitive cost of medallions has led to an oligopolistic barrier to entry that protects licensed drivers, but also encourages illegal taxi
services, sometimes called “gypsy cabs” or “hacks.” By circumventing a decades-old system, Uber has subsequently drawn retaliation
from various organizations, including taxi companies, industry groups and municipal transit authorities.
The company has been sued or served cease-and-desist orders in numerous cities, including Los Angeles, Denver, Washington, D.C.,
Chicago and New York City. In its home market of San Francisco, Uber received a cease-and-desist order from the SF Metro Transit
Authority four months after launching in June 2010. The company continued to operate despite the possibility of three months of jail
time for the company’s founder for each day of operation, and up to a $5,000 fine for every transaction. Uber (formerly UberCab) was
forced to remove the word “cab” from its name to circumvent the claims that it was misleading customers. In August 2012, Uber
received a cease-and-desist letter from the Division of Standards of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for its services in Boston,
where Uber had launched in October 2011. Based on the ruling of the initial hearing, until guidelines for the use of GPS in the billing
model used by drivers of Uber’s cars were set by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, Uber would not be able to offer its
app to the public. The use of a smartphone as a measuring device was claimed by the state to be non-conforming to standards set for
cabs in Boston. Within 24 hours of the initial cease-and-desist, Massachusetts reversed the ruling upon intervention by the state’s
Governor. According to the state, the review of GPS devices as part of the measuring process was already under way at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology; the state issued Uber a certificate allowing it to continue operations in Boston.
Following legal discourse, Uber was allowed to operate in most of these regions; however, the firm’s new services – such as uberX –
have renewed opposition and impeded their rollout in several markets. In this regard, Uber has benefited from direct competitors that
have joined it to lobby for the legal right to operate. Moving forward, the company is likely to continue facing legal headwind as it moves
into new markets, especially in international markets where regulations vary and can be complex. Navigating these rules potentially
increase costs and delay profitability in each market. Furthermore, as the first mover in many of these markets, Uber bears the bulk of
this initial cost for its sector, lowering barriers to entry and allowing competitive services like Lyft and Sidecar to benefit from Uber’s
efforts.
The Next Phase
Company management has expressed in several reports that it intends to expand Uber in innovative ways beyond hired transportation,
evolving the company into a super-local courier service that delivers a variety of products and services on-demand by leveraging its
logistical software and mobile applications. The company has conducted one-off experiments on a regular basis to test possible use
rd
cases as well as provide engaging marketing opportunities. On July 3 , 2013, helicopter trips were available between Southampton
th
and Montauk, New York; on July 19 , 2013, app users had the option to request ice cream trucks. Other one-time on-demand services
included boat rides in Amsterdam in the Netherlands and BBQ sandwiches in Austin, Texas. The deployments of these independent
events serve as pilot tests in real-world environments, enabling the company to explore creative monetization schemes or to
experiment with new features in its mobile application with minimal risk. Uber’s goal is to develop additional use cases for its technology
and business model. In an interview with Inc.com, Shervin Pishevar, a venture capitalist and close friend of CEO Travis Kalanick,
explained Uber’s mandate: "Uber is building a digital mesh — a grid that goes over the cities. Once you have that grid running in
everyone's pockets, there is a lot of potential for what you can build as a platform. Uber is in the empire-building phase.”

A recent capital infusion from Google Ventures and private equity group TPG totaling $258 million gave Uber the firepower to fulfill its
ambitions, fueling speculation on the startup’s next step. One possible strategy involves Uber’s purchasing hybrid cars in large volume
and leasing them to drivers, a strategy that would ensure adequate availability of rides in the uberX program and give Uber more
control over the final product. Such capital investments would be atypical of a software development firm that focuses on logistical
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efficiency over deployment of physical assets. We believe a more credible prospect is a partnership between Uber and new investor
Google that sees Uber vehicles outfitted with Google’s self-driving equipment. No official indication has been made regarding the
timeframe for availability of this technology, a project within Google since 2009; however, extensive testing has shown automated cars
to be safer than human-driven vehicles, and three U.S. states (including California) have passed legislation allowing self-driven cars to
operate on state highways. In this scenario, Uber must make sizeable capital investments, but it would no longer give up 80% of gross
fares. We see this as a very real possibility and believe this business model would be highly lucrative for both Uber and Google.

Financials
Though the company does not typically reveal financial information, it has released an estimate for 2013 revenue of $125 million along
with a claim of 18% average monthly growth – or 462% annually (compounded quarterly to account for seasonal effects). Uber recently
sold shares at a $3.5 billion valuation, yielding a multiple of 4.98x when adjusted for growth. This is similar to the 3.26x adjusted
multiple exhibited by ramping startup Cloudera, but lower than recent IPO FireEye’s 11.25x. Note that Uber’s 2013 growth rate has
fallen from the 24% monthly pace shown in 2012 (via VentureBeat).
Empirically, Uber has taken up to nine months to reach profitability within a city from time of rollout (via Wired); from this we assume
that 29 of its current 44 markets are profitable. Based on Boston’s mandate during legal proceedings, Uber released fare volumes of $9
million for the Boston market in January 2013 over the prior 15 months that it had been present in the city – a nominal fraction of the
$315 million in total revenue generated by the Boston-area taxi industry. Below, we base our parametric estimates for the 29 profitable
cities on Uber’s performance in Boston, which we believe is a sound representation of Uber’s average business in a city with respect to
size, density and time of existence.

Basic Uber Economics ($ in thousands)
Boston*
Gross Fares

As a % of Gross Fares

Company Total**

$9,000

Driver Pay
Merchant Fees
Gross Profit

$125,000

(7,200)

(80.0%)

(54)

(0.6%)

1,746

Share of Labor Cost

(100,000)
(750)
$24,250

909

10.1%

12,626

23

0.3%

316

Depreciation

284

3.2%

3,946

Operating Profit

530

IaaS

Taxes

207

Net Profit

$7,362
2.3%

$323

2,871
$4,491

* 15 mo nth perio d
** Estimates fo r 2013
So urce: Co mpany Data, Wedbush

We believe that Uber’s business model is appealing due to its high operating leverage and compelling scalability – achieving profitability
in each city requires a nominal portion of the addressable market, while fixed operating expenses as a function of revenue falls
dramatically with each additional city.
Date

Amount

Investors

Valuation

8/09

$200,000

David Young, Peter Thiel

Unknown

10/10 $1.25 million First Round Capital, Lowercase Capital, Founder Collective

Unknown

2/11

Benchmark Capital, Founder Collective, First Round Capital, etc.

$60 million

Menlo Ventures, Jeff Bezos, Goldman Sachs

$330 million

$11 million

12/11 $37 million
8/13

$258 million Google Ventures, TPG Capital

$3.5 billion

So urce: Co mpany Data, Wedbush

Uber’s most recent $258 million investment from Google Ventures and TPG Capital valued the company at $3.5 billion, up from $330
million in its previous raise in December 2011. Total funding of $307 million includes investments from notable investors such as Jeff
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Bezos, Goldman Sachs and First Round Capital. After the August 2013 raise, Mr. Kalanick posted an entry – which was subsequently
taken down – on the company’s blog explaining that the cash would fund new marketing initiatives, international market expansion and
legal expenses associated with regulatory issues.

Market
Uber’s services aim squarely at the taxicab and limousine market, valued at $10.9 billion in the U.S.; the industry is highly fragmented
with a mere four-firm concentration ratio of 3% of total market share based on revenue (according to IBISWorld via Skift). Opportunity
for further accelerated growth within the U.S. will be very limited for Uber given that 50% of the market’s revenues come from California
or the Northeast, areas that the startup has already penetrated. The heat map below reflects the regions of the country where public
transit is most popular; Uber provides services in most of the high-frequency areas – including Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,
New York, Seattle and Washington, D.C.

Source: geomtrx.com

Europe’s taxi market is worth approximately $20 billion annually (via Mashable) and we believe presents a compelling opportunity for
Uber, as seven of the world’s ten most congested cities are located on the continent. Uber is in three of these cities – Milan, Italy;
London, UK, and Paris, France. Brussels and Antwerp, Belgium, where Uber is not yet present, are noted as the two most congested
cities in the world (according to traffic and navigation service provider INRIX based in Kirkland, Washington, via Forbes).
Competition
Uber’s greatest threat in the U.S. is direct competitor Lyft, which differentiates itself via a community-driven model. Globally, Uber must
contend with popular taxi-hailing and ridesharing services such as Hailo, GetTaxi and Sidecar. Hailo, which specializes in connecting
riders to taxis, has grown to ten markets at a $100 million run-rate since its founding in 2010, and is backed by Accel Partners,
Wellington Partners, Richard Branson and several others who have invested a total of $50 million in the company. GetTaxi has over
1,500 corporate clients and has embedded itself in 20 international cities, including Moscow and Tel Aviv. It was also founded in 2010
and has received $22 million in total funding from Len Blavatnik and Inventure Partners. Sidecar, whose vision is to build “the largest
social transportation network in the world,” promotes an innovative model of peer-to-peer car sharing and includes investors Lightspeed
Venture Partners and Google Ventures, who bankrolled a $10 million Series A raise in October 2012 (via Forbes) mere months after
the company’s launch.

5

Leadership
Co-founder Travis Kalanick is the CEO and has founded several technology firms, including Red Swoosh, which he sold to Akamai
Technologies in 2007. A UCLA graduate who learned to code at six, Mr. Kalanick is famous for his aggressive business practices and
tough negotiation skills. Co-founder and Chairman Garrett Camp, who co-founded StumbleUpon in 2007, is credited with inventing the
concept of Uber. The company recently added several executives in preparation for accelerated expansion, including former Google
Treasurer Brent Callinicos – now Uber’s CFO. Ed Baker took the position of Head of Growth after leaving a similar position at
Facebook, and former Klout CEO Emil Michael is now Senior Vice President of Business.
th

Our previous note on Uber Technology was published on August 20 , 2012.
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Lyft
Co-founded by John Zimmer and Logan Green in 2007, Lyft is a ridesharing network that connects users to drivers through a
smartphone application. Lyft’s drivers are vetted, independent contractors that use their personal vehicles to provide rides; Lyft alerts a
driver via cell phone when a request for a ride is made in the driver’s area. The company, originally called Zimride, is based in San
Francisco and has over 200 employees in its ten U.S. markets.

Lyft’s program is different from prevailing ridesharing companies in that it imposes fares entirely on a donation basis – passengers pay
whatever they wish at the end of the ride based on the quality of service they judge they received. Lyft apps have built-in calculators
that offer suggested fares based on distance and time, but do not obligate riders to pay them. The company avoids free riders through
an elegant check-and-balance approach, by incorporating a feedback system of ratings that apply to both drivers and passengers; not
only can riders rate drivers, but drivers can rate passengers and their willingness to pay. Drivers can then accept or decline a request
for a ride based on the prospective customer’s rating. According to Internet postings by drivers, passengers that make no payment are
essentially blacklisted (via Huffington Post). Customers can pay through the mobile app with a credit card. Lyft monetizes the business
by taking 20% of fares received.

Lyft differentiates itself from competing transportation services in several ways. The company positions itself as the fun, communityoriented alternative that promotes an enjoyable riding experience beyond merely bringing a customer to his or her destination, from
encouraging drivers to greet its passengers with a warm fist-bump and an invitation to sit in the front seat instead of the back seat of
traditional taxis, to requiring drivers to don large pink mustaches on the grille of their cars while on Lyft duty to promote the company’s
brand image as the pleasant and friendly ridesharing option. Through such subtle tactics Lyft strives to foster a sense of community
fellowship and camaraderie in the riding experience, and convey to passengers the message that they are travelling with friends rather
than engaging in a business transaction. Loyal customers often request preferred drivers with whom they have become wellacquainted. Because the community orientation places greater emphasis on trust, Lyft enforces rigor in its driver selection process by
screening applicants carefully based on driving record, background checks, interviews and vehicle inspections, training new hires
thoroughly in safety and protocol and guaranteeing $1 million of insurance per accident occurrence.
Like other web-based ride-hailing services, Lyft has been involved in a number of legal disputes with government agencies and
organizations that represent traditional taxicab and livery services. In a number of cases, the company has strategically capitulated to a
competitor such as Uber or Sidecar a first-mover advantage entry into a new market – city or state – in a passive maneuver of shifting
the cost and burden of testing for litigious opposition. Accusations from transport authorities or competing taxi services typically involve
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unfair business practices, such as regulatory avoidance or lack of safety standards. Lyft has been largely victorious in fighting these
claims; in one instance, the California Public Utilities Commission in July 2013 created a new classification for companies providing carhailing services via the Internet – a designation that was endorsed by Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti – rescinding a cease-and-desist
order from the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (via LAWeekly).

Financials
To date, Lyft has received $82.5 million in equity funding from venture capital firms such as Floodgate, K9 Ventures and Mayfield Fund.
The most recent investment, a $60 million raise from Andreessen Horowitz in May 2013, valued the company at $275 million (via WSJ).
During interviews with Forbes and VentureBeat, Andreessen partner Scott Weiss emphasized the value of Lyft’s community, explaining
that “community was a key part of our investment thesis for Lyft,” and stating that “[Lyft is] going to blanket the earth. These guys have
cracked the community code in a way that no one else is even trying to do.”
Date

Amount

Investors

6/09

$300,000

fbFund

8/10

$1.2 million K9 Ventures, Floodgate, Keith Rabois

9/11

$6 million

1/13

$15 million Founders Fund, Mayfield, K9 Ventures, Floodgate

5/13

$60 million Andreesen Horowitz

Mayfield, Floodgate, K9 Ventures

So urce: Co mpany Data, Wedbush

The company does not reveal revenue figures, but approximations can be derived from extrapolation. In an interview with Business
Insider, co-founder and CEO John Zimmer said that the average Lyft ride costs approximately $10; in another interview at TechCrunch
Disrupt in September 2013, founders Zimmer and Logan Green revealed that the company was serving about 30,000 rides per week. A
simple bottom-up calculation implies gross fares of $300,000 per week, or $15.6 million annually.
Imputed Revenue Multiple*
Average Fare
Rides / Week
Gross Fares / Week
Gross Fares / Year
Valuation
Revenue Multiple**

$10
30
300
$15,600
$275,000
1.96x

*$ in tho usands except A verage Fare
**adjusted fo r annual gro wth o f 800%

Because Lyft does not reveal growth metrics, we relied on a reasonable set of assumptions and proxies to estimate the firm’s pace of
expansion. We represented relative service volume through active use of Lyft’s iPhone app, given that passengers must use a
smartphone app and sign in via a Facebook account to request a ride. According to Onavo, monthly active use of the app has
increased in each of the past five months in the U.S. (Lyft only operates in domestic markets currently), with a compound average
growth rate of about 20% monthly, or just over 800% annually. Taking these revenue and growth assumptions along with the valuation
from the latest funding round into account, we arrived at a growth-adjusted revenue multiple of 1.96x.
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Source: Onavo

Market
Lyft is a low-cost service that competes with traditional taxi companies and other discount ridesharing or car-hailing services such as
SideCar and uberX. The total U.S. taxi cab and livery service (including town and private luxury cars) market is worth approximately
$10.9 billion annually; $785 million of this belongs to the town car segment, placing Lyft’s target addressable market at $10.1 billion.
This figure is expected to grow significantly when the company begins to expand internationally over the next 12 months, according to
Mr. Zimmer (via AllThingsD). The web-based transportation arena has seen intense rivalry since the founding of Lyft as companies
jockey for mindshare and first-mover advantage position. Uber has on numerous occasion leveled attacks directly at the company,
slashing uberX prices in Lyft’s markets, running anti-Lyft ad campaigns and threatening to put the smaller company out of business.
SideCar, which has donation-based and rating systems similar to Lyft’s, has been less contentious since its founding in 2012; the
company has over $10 million in funding with services in seven cities. We anticipate the lively competition to remain intense as none of
the recent entrants has shown signs of relenting in pursuit of market share. Nevertheless, it is also important to note that all companies
– intentionally or otherwise – serve to reinforce mutual business objectives through a united front during regulatory conflicts by
channeling collective support from multiple customer bases. At this time, it appears each firm derives benefit from the existence of its
competitors via strength in numbers and greater customer awareness.

Leadership
President John Zimmer co-founded Lyft (originally called Zimride) soon after graduating at the top of his class from Cornell’s School of
Hotel Administration. He had previously spent two years as an analyst at Lehman Brothers and interned at ESPN. Zimmer developed
the idea for a ridesharing company when he learned that on average only 20% of seats in cars on U.S. highways are passenger
occupied. Co-founder and CEO Logan Green experienced a similar epiphany when studying in Zimbabwe, where carpooling is more
common than in the U.S. His entrepreneurial efforts began when he created a ridesharing program at U.C. Santa Barbara while
studying economics and accounting. Travis VanderZanden, formerly Chief Revenue Officer at Yammer, is the COO, and Boris
Korsunsky became CTO in June 2012 after leading engineering teams at sparked.com.

9

ParkMe
Founded by Sam Friedman and Alex Israel in September 2007, ParkMe (formerly Parking in Motion) is the largest supplier of real-time
parking data to mobile and web-based application developers, GPS and navigation technology providers, and data aggregators.
ParkMe’s collective set of parking data points – sourced from parking operators and municipalities through exclusive distribution deals –
is touted by the company to comprise the most comprehensive parking database in the world, proffering enriched rate information,
location and proximity detail, and real-time parking availability in urban cores, among other metadata attributes. ParkMe’s mobile app
also provides a reservation feature allowing users to book parking spots in advance.

Based in Santa Monica, California – an area undergoing rapid and transformative growth vis-à-vis its ascent as Silicon Beach’s
technology beachhead – ParkMe was born out of necessity, according to Friedman, who sought to revolutionize the painful parking
process after personally suffering numerous parking tickets and late or missed appointments due to parking issues in high, parkingdense areas – near the beach, at concerts, and in urban and downtown centers. The straw that broke the camel’s back occurred when
Friedman and Israel missed the latest Die Hard sequel at a Los Angeles movie theater because they could not find a place to park.
According to Friedman, “We missed the movie… [and] for the next two hours, instead of watching Bruce Willis shoot people, we started
a company.” (via Xconomy) The genesis for obtaining parking data was organic – Friedman and Israel rode around on bicycles through
the streets of Los Angeles, snapping photos of parking garages and gradually amassing a dynamic information database of parking
information, including hours of operation, rates, entrance points, and occupancy, as well as on-street meter and street sign restrictions
in the largest 26 markets in the U.S.
As the company grew, the founders scaled by hiring help to canvas regions across the U.S. and contribute to the compilation of data
points in similar fashion. “It’s much quicker than you would think. You can do an urban core in a couple of days. We break the U.S. up
into regions and have a couple people per region. It’s effectively a road trip.” The company, to date, boasts 25 employees.

Financials
ParkMe currently monetizes its business in two main ways – through parking spot reservations that lots pay ParkMe for directing traffic
their way (according to Friedman, “What’s great is that it’s usually at a discount of the posted rate… it’s guaranteed free revenue so
parking lots are willing to discount,”) and, to a greater extent, licensing data to web and mobile app developers as well as GPS
manufacturers such as TomTom, a large navigation company. ParkMe's deal with TomTom ran in the mid-five figures, according to an
interview with Friedman (via Vator). Recently, ParkMe embarked on an innovative and potentially game-changing strategy of partnering
with auto manufacturers to embed its parking data-providing services in the vehicles’ in-car navigation system. Its flagship partner Audi
has already deployed ParkMe's parking assistance feature in most of its models; ParkMe’s app is built into the car’s GPS navigation
system to help drivers locate parking in an automated fashion.
The company has received a total of $7.5 million in venture backing from IDG Ventures and Fontinalis Partners through a Series A pro
rata raise in September 2011 and a subsequent venture round in January 2013 led by the Angeleno Group, a private equity firm based
in Los Angeles that focuses its investments on endeavors that impact energy and natural resources -- specifically, within the intelligent
transportation space. Circuitously, Fontinalis Partners, an investment company founded by Ford Executive Chairman William Clay “Bill”
Ford Jr., great-grandson of Henry Ford, stakes a mutually beneficial interest in reducing the amount of time drivers circle blocks in
search of parking which, according to CEO Friedman, generates about 30% of all traffic (via TechCrunch). Moreover, the automobile
industry at large maintains a potential interest in incorporating ParkMe’s data and services into the in-dashboard navigation system to
enhance their vehicles’ value-add and optional feature offerings to car customers.
Another potential source of revenue is in the making – ParkMe’s data offers strong appeal to real estate developers and urban
planners, who could license and leverage the highly valuable parking information to test and justify the desirability of an area for
potential development through the use of parking figures to help establish and back project bids.
We believe that ParkMe's growth could be catalyzed by timely and aggressive deployments of its in-dash strategy to all major
automobile manufacturers around the world on a per-unit monetization basis. Such a framework will enable ParkMe to realize
significant economies of scale of its software in a high operating leverage business. Referring to Audi as an example – if Audi produces
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100,000 vehicles annually, and ParkMe charges a modest $200 per license per vehicle, ParkMe potentially stands to generate $20
million per its deal with Audi. If we replicate this program across 10 comparable automobile makers in a year, ParkMe can reach topline sales of $200 million annually. At a 10x revenue multiple, ParkMe could reach a $2 billion valuation.

Market
Competition
Though the competitive landscape for parking-related services abounds with firms eager to create utilities and tools to alleviate the
pains of parking – mobile app startups, parking data providers, parking exchanges, and crowdsourcers – the market is diffusely
fragmented, with local companies vying to monetize the value proposition of resolving parking scarcity, timeliness, and inconvenience
effectively, albeit within geographically narrow regions. The following chart, while not exhaustive, reflects a snapshot of players in the
broader parking industry to capture the variegated nature of this nascent and as yet cottage industry. ParkMe, unlike competitors Park
Whiz and Best Parking, leads in the global contest of parking app and data availability.

Company
ParkingCarma
BestParking
ParkWhiz
ParkatmyHouse
Gotta Park
Primospot
ParkMe
ParkingSpots
SpotScore
Parkopedia
Parking Panda

Founded
November 2001
August 2005
June 2006
September 2006
February 2007
June 2007
September 2007
February 2008
October 2009
July 2009
April 2011

What it Does (Self-Described)
Online and Mobile SmartParking Network Solutions
Parking Search Engine
Parking Management and Marketing Service
Online Parking Space Market
Online Parking Reservations and Payment
Find Where to Park
Largest Parking Database in the World
Parking Space Marketplace
The Place for Parking Info
Find Parking Place Online
ITA + OpenTable for the Parking Industry

SpotHero

July 2011

Online Parking Reservations and Advanced Payment

Coverage
U.S.
100+ U.S. Cities
U.S.
U.S.
U.S. and Canada
NYC Metro and Boston, MA
1823 Cities Worldwide
U.S. and Canada
Seattle, WA
Unknown
100+ U.S. Cities
Chicago, IL, NYC Metro, DC
Metro and Boston, MA

Global?
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

$ Raised
$75,000
Unknown
$2 million
Undisclosed Seed
$600,000
Unknown
$7.5 million
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
$4.73 million

No

$2.51 million

Source: Company Data, Wedbush

The Four Ps: Parking, People, Planet, Profit
Not only do we believe that data convergence and technology will continue to disintermediate the traditional processes surrounding the
daily activities of people, we think the burgeoning information and communication economy will disrupt in more nuanced ways, as well –
less time spent circling blocks means more time enjoying quality of life activities and incremental increases in productivity.
Environmentally, real-time access leads to lower fuel consumption, carbon footprint reduction, and less wear and tear on vehicles. In
the long term, ParkMe's value proposition could generate real economic growth by ameliorating what political economist Frederic
Bastiat refers to as the “Broken Window Fallacy” effect, whereby a driver's opportunity costs – that is, spending ten minutes searching
for a spot rather than engaging in an economically efficient activity that can yield a net benefit to society – through the law of unintended
consequences, can impact economic activity in unexpected ways.

Whereas improvements in traffic congestion and reduction in greenhouse emissions may be more difficult to ascertain, the amount of
fuel saved effects a clear and direct monetary outcome, which ParkMe can attribute to its value proposition. Employing a crude bottomup approach of analysis to support our thesis of potential cost savings that might be achieved in aggregate through improved real-time
parking metrics for drivers and parkers, we determined that the average driver spending ten minutes looking for a spot burns through
about 3/10ths of a gallon of gasoline, assuming the vehicle receives 20 miles to each gallon and the driver is cruising at 20 miles per
hour. Assuming a near-prevailing average price of $4 per gallon at the pump, a driver wastes an effective $1.20 in fuel per spot
searching experience. Were we to assume further that a driver has to perform the same trying task every weekday, cruising costs
mount over time at $6 per week – enough for two tall lattes at the local coffee shop weekly. At 10 million commuters – approximated
from a multiple on 7 million at peak (via Seattle Times) – moving through the greater Los Angeles metropolitan area daily, the
economics for fuel cost savings accrued in aggregate over time are compelling, prompting the attention and strong backing by energyfocused funds such as the Angeleno Group.
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Technology and Application
Through software analytics, the company’s free mobile and web app ParkMe assists drivers in locating real-time parking availability in a
heat map format, enabling users to scan in either of two modes – lots and garages or street parking – for the closest and most costeffective availability for parking on a block-by-block basis. ParkMe exercised judiciousness in its launch strategy to target larger, techsavvy areas for initial product deployment despite the fact that the company already had parking data at the ready for its initial
marketing campaigns across a broad array of cities globally. The app covers over 28,000 locations across 1823 cities in 32 countries in
all seven continents (including one parking lot in Antarctica); its inaugural launch took place at the interactive music festival South by
Southwest (SXSW) in March 2012 to supply visitors with valuable parking information. ParkMe provides price and availability data
obtained from municipal smart parking meters, sensors, and parking gates, as well as public and private garages. The team displays
agility and resourcefulness in the way it sources its data; not only does it leverage its user base to gather parking information,
oftentimes ParkMe coordinates directly with lot owners to stream data about space availability directly from the operators' systems.
ParkMe's industriousness, we believe, is a sustainable competitive advantage that allows it to remain a leader in maintaining the
tremendous amount of data required to keep users apprised of parking availability on such a broad and ubiquitous scale.

ParkMe’s app also features an embeddable mash-up widget for its business partners and other third-party websites that displays
dynamic parking availability near the business’s location along with the ability to reserve parking. According to Friedman, “One of the
biggest barriers to entry for local business is parking. If people can’t find parking, they’re not going to go purchase stuff.” ParkMe also
provides a rate calculator, a timer that lets drivers know how much time they have left on the meter, and “in-app” route guidance
feature, Direct to Driveway, that provides a user the step-by-step directions to a lot entrance over mere street address.
One of ParkMe’s competitive advantages emerged from the relationships the company was able to develop with individual parking
garages, which enabled ParkMe to build out its parking reservation feature available via smartphone and web browser. Eventually,
ParkMe plans to support parking spot payment through its app directly.

Leadership
ParkMe is led by a young management team of self-starters. A University of Colorado, Boulder graduate, Sam Friedman, co-founder
and Chief Executive Officer, conceived of the idea that launched the company through his earnest desire to relieve the stresses of
parking once and for all. Co-founder and Chief Operating Officer Alexander Israel, who worked in location-based services and digital
12

media industries, had previously founded Parkapedia, a company that specialized on parking data aggregation, in September 2007.
Former Director of Technology Research, Director of System Architecture, and Director of Business Systems at Spot Runner, Ask
Jeeves, and eHobbies, respectively, Zander Lichstein joined as ParkMe’s Chief Technology Officer in August 2010. Jon Krop, a
Harvard Law School graduate who co-founded and was the Chief Executive Officer of Tandem, a mobile technology company focused
on health and wellness, is current Director of Business Development for ParkMe.
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Last Week’s News
Palantir receives $196 million
The developer of augmented-intelligence data analysis software may not be finished with the round, which boosts total
funding to $519 million after eight raises. Reports did not name participating investors nor indicate a valuation, though
previous reports anticipated a raise at an $8 billion company value. (VentureBeat) Palantir: 8/13
Braintree acquired by eBay
The parent company of PayPal purchased the Chicago-based mobile payments startup for $800 million, inheriting
several fast-growing clients including Uber, Fab.com, Airbnb and TaskRabbit. Braintree, whose 210 employees will be
retained at PayPal, is processing $12 billion in e-payments per year. (VentureBeat) Braintree: 7/13 EBAY: 9/13
Spotify enters four additional markets
The Swedish music streaming company rolled out operations to Turkey, Greece, Argentina and Taiwan (its fourth market
in Asia), bringing total countries served to 32; the company now has 24 million users, a quarter of which are paid
subscribers. Japan and its large population of Internet users is the company’s next monetization target. (AllThingsD)
Spotify: 8/13
Square integrating with Intuit’s updated QuickBooks software
For the first time the mobile payments startup will expose its API externally. Intuit, which has competed with Square’s
mobile credit card reader in the past, will port Square’s system into its QuickBooks small business accounting platform,
enabling Square users to sync transactional data seamlessly to its software. The service launches in November 2013.
(TechCrunch) Square: 6/13 INTU: 9/13
Flipboard raises $50 million from Rizvi Traverse Management, Goldman Sachs and existing investors
In its first funding in two years, the developer of social reading apps was valued at $800 million, up from the $200 million
valuation of the previous round. CEO Mike McCue disclosed that the company now has 85 million users, adding 200,000
to 300,000 each day. Funds are earmarked for international expansion, with a focus on India and China. (AllThingsD,
TechCrunch) Flipboard: 7/12
Practice Fusion receives $70 million from Kleiner Perkins and others
The raise brings the firm’s total venture backing to $134 million and puts company valuation at $700 million. Practice
Fusion, which provides ad-supported electronic health records to small practices free of charge, originally sought $60
million according to CEO Ryan Howard. The eight-year-old company plans to develop doctor-patient communication
enhancing software to improve healthcare. (Forbes)
Clinkle technology possibly revealed in anonymous YouTube video
The two minute clip – depicting a mobile user interface – alleges to reveal the main attributes of the secretive startup’s
mobile payments application, which will compete with Google’s Wallet and eBay’s PayPal. Among the features are a
mobile wallet that quickly downloads cash from a bank account, peer-to-peer transfers and Aerolink – which makes
payments to smart registers via ultrasound. (TechCrunch) EBAY: 9/13 GOOG: 7/13
Eventbrite surpasses $2 billion in gross ticket sales since its founding
The online ticket brokering service achieved $500 million, or 83% of its total volume for all of 2012, within the last six
months. Although company management had expressed Eventbrite’s intent to go public, the company now seems content
to break into international markets with the $60 million raise from T. Rowe Price and Tiger Capital in April 2013. (Forbes)
Eventbrite: 4/13
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Leaf receives $20 million to grow mobile point-of-sale architecture
In a round of strategic funding, publicly traded Heartland Payments invested in Leaf, giving the Square competitor access
to thousands of potential customers. The startup leverages a unique strategy – it offers Android tablets with built-in credit
card swipers and custom software, which it opens to third-party developers to build out useful apps. (AllThingsD) Square:
6/13
Twitch collects $20 million investment led by Thrive Capital
With over 45 million monthly uniques, the videogame broadcasting website has doubled its viewership from a year ago
when it raised $15 million. The company will use the cash, which pushes total funding over $35 million, to scale
infrastructure and build out its sales team. (GigaOm) Twitch: 10/12
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About Wedbush Securities
Founded in 1955, Wedbush Securities is a leading investment firm that provides brokerage, clearing, investment banking, equity
research, public finance, fixed income sales and trading, and asset management to individual, institutional and issuing clients. Wedbush
st
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Research Disclosure Legend
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WS makes a market in the securities of the subject company.
2.
WS managed a public offering of securities within the last 12 months.
3.
WS co-managed a public offering of securities within the last 12 months.
4.
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discretionary and advisory accounts, may have a position in any security discussed herein or in related securities and may make, from
time to time, purchases or sales thereof in the open market or otherwise.
The information and expressions of opinion contained herein are subject to change without further notice.
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